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Anglomaniacy clothes worksheet

Browse, download and print resources designed for learning and practicing English words related to the theme Clothes: blouse, cover, coat, dress, jacket, scarf, shirt, shoes, skirt, socks, sweater, pants. Task Types The Clothes Resource Set introduces twelve vocabulary words that reappear in eight
different tasks. Although created as an addition to our online activities and games, these resources can be used separately in any way you want. Depending on your needs or preferences, you can browse them in three ways: Resource Set » Take a look at the previews to see which ones are best for you
and your students! Each resource image is a direct link to the pdf file. Word games » Here you will find a guide to our word games (Flashcards, Bingo, Domino, I Spy). The guide provides download and print materials, as well as resource previews, short descriptions and links to related online activities.
Worksheets » Here you will find a guide to our worksheets (Read and Match, Missing Letters, Crosswords, Wordsearch). The guide provides download and print materials, as well as resource previews, short descriptions and links to related online activities. The download and printing of printed materials
is in pdf format. To download them, you'll need Adobe Acrobat Reader. To play If children are new to the topic, or if they need help with their spelling, enter your vocabulary by using our vocabulary words list before playing the game. Otherwise, it might be pretty hard for them. There are twenty-four cards
in the game displayed on two boards. Twelve of the books have pictures and twelve of the books have words. At the beginning of the game are shown face down. Click two cards to match the word and picture. If the pair shows, the cards remain open. If the two cards don't match, they are turned face
down again. Try to remember where the pictures or words are. Keep going until you have 12 pairs. Please note. This game uses HTML5 and JavaScript. It works well in modern browsers. We recommend using Google Chrome. If you can't see our games visit this site for help. blouse, cap, coat, dress,
jacket, scarf, shirt, shoes, skirt, socks, sweater, pants Learn and practice English words related to theme Clothes: blouse, cap, coat, dress, jacket, scarf, shirt, shoes, skirt, socks, sweater, pants. is organized material This unit introduces children to twelve words in English related to the theme Clothes and
contains resources to learn, practice and revise new vocabulary in a fun way. Vocabulary words are presented before they are practiced. Then they reappear both in to play online and in worksheets to download and print. Learning Activities First comes the learning section with the image dictionary that
introduces twelve new words in English through images, sounds and text. There is also a set of interactive flashcards to practice new vocabulary by performing simple exercises. Games for Then you can practice new vocabulary by playing three different word games (matching, spelling, guessing).
Printable Resources Finally, there is a section that contains printable worksheets to practice offline. Support and help For more detailed information and tips on working through the unit, please visit the following pages: Overview » This page will guide you through the clothing unit. Learn more about drive
structure, online tasks, and printable resources. There are also suggestions for using our resources in the classroom. Wordlist » List of twelve vocabulary words that appear in the Clothes Unit, with short images and definitions. You can use it as a teaching tool to enter, practice and review English words
related to this topic. use this dictionary There are twelve images at the top of the task board. Click the image of the word you want to learn. Now listen, read and repeat. There is also a brief definition of the word (useful for older children). To play If children are new to the topic, or if they need help with their
spelling, enter your vocabulary by using our vocabulary words list before playing the game. Otherwise, it might be pretty hard for them. To get started, choose the task from the menu at the top of the game pad. Tasks are numbered from one to twelve, but you can choose them in random order. The
selected task will be highlighted in yellow. Now you can see one word and four black and white images with four different words. Choose the picture that matches the word. If you're right, the image of the word will appear in color and you'll hear the pronunciation. The word will also change color. Then try
the following task. Look at the menu. Each task solved will be marked by coloring its number in green or blue (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 in green; 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 in blue). Please note. This game uses HTML5 and JavaScript. It works well in modern browsers. We recommend using Google Chrome. If you can't see
our games visit this site for help. To play If children are new to the topic, or if they need help with their spelling, enter your vocabulary by using our vocabulary words list before playing the game. Otherwise, it might be pretty hard for them. To get started, choose the task from the menu at the top of the
game pad. Tasks are numbered from one to twelve, but you can choose them in random order. The selected task will be highlighted in yellow. Now you can see the black and white image of the word and four words below to choose from. Click the word you think is correct. If you have the image of the
word will appear in color and you will hear the pronunciation. The correct word will also be highlighted in yellow. Then try the next question. Look at the menu. Each task solved will be marked by coloring its number in green or blue (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 in green; 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 in blue). Please note. This
game uses HTML5 and JavaScript. It works well in modern browsers. We recommend we recommend Google Chrome. If you can't see our games visit this site for help. To play If children are new to the topic, or if they need help with their spelling, enter your vocabulary by using our vocabulary words list
before playing the game. Otherwise, it might be pretty hard for them. There are 12 words to guess. They are displayed randomly. Each mysterious word is represented by a set of blank lines (a line for a letter) at the top of the game board. In the middle of the plate are nine bees belonging to the piglet. At
the bottom of the board you can see the letter buttons for each letter of the alphabet. Click any letter that you think is in the word. If the mysterious word has this letter, it appears in the void. If you choose a letter that is not in the word, the piglet loses a bee. Try to guess the word before our friend loses all
the bees. When you fill out the word (regardless of whether you're a winner or loser), click the Play button again to continue playing. Please note. This game uses HTML5 and JavaScript. It works well in modern browsers. We recommend using Google Chrome. If you can't see our games visit this site for
help. To play If children are new to the topic, or if they need help with their spelling, enter your vocabulary by using our vocabulary words list before playing the game. Otherwise, it might be pretty hard for them. There are black and white images at the top of the board game. To get started, click the image
of the word you want to practice. Now you can see the big picture of the word and two sets of boxes. The blue set shows the word, but every letter of the word is mixed! The empty set is where you put the letters in the correct order. Click and drag the letters to the appropriate boxes to spell the word
correctly. Don't worry if you drag the letter into the wrong empty box. Try until you get the right place. When you spell the word correctly, the image of the word will appear in color and you will hear the pronunciation. Then try the next word to write. You can choose the word in random order from the
images at the top. The selected image will be highlighted in yellow. Please note. This game uses HTML5 and JavaScript. It works well in modern browsers. We recommend using Google Chrome. If you can't see our games visit this site for help. Help.
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